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By ensuring constant curing and mixing conditions, geopolymer mortar (GPM) specimens
were prepared and evaluated to determine their capillary water sorption, capillarity coef-
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ficient, and change in unit weight, alongside their compressive strength and flexural
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strength 3, 7, 28, and 56 d after production. It was found that the capillary water sorption

slag

decreased by approximately 50% as the curing temperature of the water increased from

Geopolymer slag binder

ambient temperature to 22  C. The coefficient of capillarity remained constant across the

Blaine fineness

geopolymer materials, irrespective of the Blaine fineness of the GGBFS. Furthermore, the
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increase in the unit weight, owing to the variation in the Blaine fineness of GGBFS, results

Curing conditions

in a reduction in the water sorption properties of GPMs. The GGBFS and alkali-based

Physico-mechanical properties

binders imparted a continuous increase in the compressive and flexural strengths. The
results revealed that a Blaine fineness of 6000 cm2/g in the GGBFS under water-curing
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conditions imparted the most significant advantageous effect on the physico-mechanical
properties of a GGBFS binder mortar activated through a combination of NaOH/NaS alkalis.
© 2021 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1.

Introduction

Geopolymer mortar (GPM), a binderless interfacial transition
zone material, has attracted significant attention from the
global scientific community owing to its reduced carbon dioxide emissions, increased economy of manufacture, and
strength gain over traditional cement and cement-based
mortars. The primary ecological problems imparted during
clinker manufacture are significant greenhouse gas emissions
(GHGE), land and water consumption, and the depletion of
non-renewable natural raw material resources. It has been
estimated that one ton of clinker manufacturing depletes
nearly 1.5 tons of non-renewable natural raw material resources and releases approximately one ton of carbon dioxide
(CO2) into the atmosphere, land, and water [1].
Considering the significant environmental impacts of
traditional production methods, ground granulated blast
furnace slag (GGBFS) has been used extensively in
geopolymer-based materials. GGBFS is a widely known industrial byproduct generated through iron and steel making
processes. In 2019, it was estimated that global iron slag
production was between 320 and 385 million tons annually,
while steel slag production was between 190 and 280 million
tons. In addition, global GGBFS production is 665 million
tons annually [2]. As its chemical composition is very
similar to that of ordinary Portland cement (OPC), particularly with respect to the silicon and calcium oxides present,
GGBFS is the most suitable candidates for the geopolymerization process in binderless materials. This correlation facilitates maximum utilization for the GGBFS in the
GPM, at 100%. Not only is this the maximum achievable
value, it is also the largest in comparison with other OPC
substitutes. An evaluation of GGBFS reveals that the GGBFS
reaction with alkali activators generates less heat during the
geopolymerization process [3], GHGE is reduced when using
GGBFS as a member of a binderless system [4], and the
GGBFS causes a reduction in the development of the early
age-compressive strength and flexural strength in GPM. The
gain in compressive and flexural strength at 28 d is greater
than its own early-aging as well as that of cement-based
materials of the same age [5,6]. Numerous studies have
concluded that the addition of GGBFS results in a coagulating cohesion medium in the GPM. This drawback is a
result of CeSeH gel production in the OPC under an alkaline
medium at a pH of 9.5, while the GGBFS provides CeSeH gel
in an alkaline medium at a pH of 11.5 for the GPM mixture
[7]. Furthermore, the GGBFS increases the carbonation effect
in the GPM; however, this can be mitigated by limiting the
water-curing duration, a process that is a function of the

GGBFS quantity [8]. There has been a significant amount of
comprehensive work published regarding the production of
GPM using various industrial byproducts, including low
calcium fly ash [9], pulverized fuel ash-slag [10], bauxite [11],
calcium carbonate [12], and metakaolin [13]. For instance,
there has been a significant volume of research directed
toward understanding the fundamental properties of
microfine cement and cement-slag grout. The results reveal
that the rheological and mechanical properties of microfine
cement grouts are significantly affected by the water-tocement ratio, fineness of cement particulate, variety of
cement, and the addition of superplasticizers [14]. A
recently published study also reported on the effect of
fineness on the viscoelasticity of microfine cement-based
mortars, including fly ash, silica fume, and superplasticizers. Its results concluded that optimized viscoelastic behavior and rheology in microfine cement mortars
can ensure their injectability, grouting capabilities, and
substitution for chemical solution in concrete practices,
particularly with respect to small pore volume and cracking
at the micro level [15].
Another significant study regarding the pulverized fuel
ash-slag system was conducted by Li et al. in 2017 [16]. It was
reported that the addition of class C pulverized fuel ash (PFA)
imparts a greater number of benefits than the addition of class
F PFA. The production of cement-based grouts composed of
GGBFS (20%) þ fly ash (FA) (50%) also imparts an advantageous
effect on their geotechnical engineering properties. The
bending, compressive, and shear bonding strengths as well as
the impermeability of equivalent binary and ternary mortars
approached those of Portland cement mortars at a later stage
of development [16]. A relevant and comprehensive study
regarding the performance of cement-based mortars blended
with various natural minerals, byproducts, and superplasticizers is discussed herein. The study presented the
fresh-state, mechanical, and microstructural properties of
mortar blended with fly ash, bentonite, superplasticizer, and
water glass. The results indicated that a cement-based mortar
containing 20e30% class F PFA, 0e5% bentonite, 0.7% superplasticizer, and volume ratios of cement-based suspensions to
water glass between 2:1 and 3:1 produced a high-performance,
environmentally friendly, and low-cost material for both
geotechnical and underground engineering applications [17].
The fineness of the binder and any additives has a considerable effect on the strength, hydration process, and durability.
As the GGBFS fineness increases, so do the practical properties
of binder-based construction materials. These include the rate
of hydration, microstructure, bonding ability, compressive
strength, density, flexural strength, compactness, and durability. Previously published data also confirms the significance
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of particulate fineness. This study investigates the effects of
GGBFS fineness and various curing cycles on the properties of
geopolymers, as these parameters have not yet been reported
in the literature. In addition, the formation efficiency with
respect to particulate fineness was determined from previously conducted cement studies. Increasing the particulate
fineness through grinding provides a facile method for
improving the cement properties. It is, therefore, concluded
that particulate fineness is of significant importance in geopolymer studies. The results of this study confirmed that the
strength of common cement-based materials can be matched
by a GGBFS-based geopolymer exhibiting a Blaine fineness of
6000 cm2/g. In addition, a geopolymer containing a GGBFS
exhibiting a Blaine fineness of 6000 cm2/g recorded a
compressive strength of 63.6 MPa 56 d after production, which
is greater than that of a CEM I 62.5 N cement mortar. A second
GGBFS Blaine fineness of 4000 cm2/g was selected to compare
the changes to the mechanical properties imparted by it. This
study aimed to evaluate the effects of two GGBFS exhibiting
two Blaine fineness values of 4000 cm2/g and 6000 cm2/g
alongside three distinct curing conditions on the physicomechanical properties of a GPM material activated through a
combination of the NaOH/NaS alkalis. The properties evaluated included capillary water sorption, coefficient of capillarity, and change of unit weight as well as the compressive and
flexural strengths at 3 d, 7 d, 28 d, and 56 d after production.

2.

Materials and methods

2.1.

Materials

Ground granulated blast furnace slag

Table 1 presents the chemical composition of the two GGBFS
exhibiting Blaine fineness values of 4000 cm2/g and 6000 cm2/g.
Table 2 presents physical properties of the GGBFS possessing the Blaine fineness values of 4000 cm2/g and 6000 cm2/
g. Table 3 also shows hydrometer analysis of the Blaine fines

Table 1 e Chemical composition of ground granulated
blast furnace slag (GGBFS).
Chemical component

Silicon oxide (SiO2)
Aluminum oxide (Al2O3)
Iron oxide (Fe2O3)
Calcium oxide (CaO)
Magnesium oxide (MgO)
Sulfur oxide (SO3)
Chlorine (Cl)
Sodium oxide (Na2O)
Potassium oxide (K2O)
Loss on Ignition (LOI)

Physical properties
Blaine fineness (cm2/g)
Specific gravity (g/cm3)
45 (mm) sieve passing (%)

Types of ground
granulated blast furnace slag
4000
2.88
1.0

6000
2.88
0.4

of 4000 (cm2/g) GGBFS and the Blaine fines of 6000 (cm2/g)
GGBFS.
Fig. 1 shows the particle size distribution of the GGBFS
possessing the Blaine fineness of 4000 (cm2/g) and of 6000
(cm2/g).

2.1.2.

Synthesis of alkali activator

In this study, two well-established sodium-based alkali activators were used to initiate the reaction between the GGBFS
and water. One of these was sodium hydroxide, an inorganic
compound with the chemical formula NaOH, obtained at 98%
purity. Its structure forms a white granular ionic compound
containing hydroxide anions (OH) and sodium cations (Naþ).
This forms a range of monohydrates with the general molecular formula NaOH∙nH2O. In water between 12.5 and 62  C
it forms a crystallized structure of monohydrate (NaOH∙H2O).
The sodium hydroxide used in this study exhibited a sodium

Table 3 e The hydrometer analysis of the GGBFS
exhibiting Blaine fineness values of 4000 cm2/g and
6000 cm2/g.

The constituent materials used in this study were, GGBFS, an
alkali activator (a combination of NaOH and NaS), common
mortar sand, and water, added as mixing a component in
geopolymer mortar (GPM).

2.1.1.

Table 2 e Physical properties of GGBFS.

Chemical composition (wt %)
4000 Blaine
cm2/g

6000 Blaine
cm2/g

38.41
10.22
1.53
37.71
7.88
0.63
0.038
0.33
0.82
2.05

37.78
10.07
1.58
37.56
8.08
0.65
0.256
0.32
0.82
2.62

Sieve aperture
(mm)
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
600

GGBFS with
4000 cm2/g

GGBFS with
6000 cm2/g

0.10
0.21
0.25
0.35
0.71
0.80
0.83
0.85
0.87
0.90
1.20
1.80
2.20
2.50
2.80
3.05
3.20
3.40
3.70
4.20
5.20
5.90
5.80
5.00
4.00
2.40
1.80
1.00
0.00

0.12
0.22
0.27
0.72
0.97
1.10
1.25
1.44
1.70
1.83
3.10
4.15
4.90
5.20
5.30
5.40
5.40
5.30
5.20
3.30
1.80
1.20
0.90
0.30
0.27
0.25
0.23
0.10
0.00
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Fig. 1 e Particle size distribution of the GGBFS possessing
4000 (cm2/g) Blaine fineness and of the GGBFS possessing
6000 (cm2/g) Blaine fineness.

content between 7.5 and 8.5%, and a density of 1.29 g/ml at
20  C. The second activator was sodium silicate, with a
chemical formula of NaS. Its sodium silicon content was
between 26.5 and 27.5% and it exhibited a density of 1.36 g/ml
at 20  C. The SiO2/Na2O molar ratio of conventional sodium
silicates varied between 0.93 and 3.32 in previously published
geopolymer studies [13,18]. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) is a
hygroscopic and corrosive solid that reacts with CO2 in air to
form sodium carbonate. Currently annual, sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) production is approximately 70 million tons. It is
often produced through the chlorine-alkali process, which
exhibits the drawback of significant chlorine (Cl2) production,
which has a limited global market [19]. Furthermore, the
manufacture of synthetic alkali silicate consumes a significant amount of energy. An alternative method concerns the
direct fusion of sand and sodium carbonate at a temperature
range between 850 and 1088  C, or the evaporation of a metasilicate suspension. Given that synthetic alkali silicate fabrication is an energy intensive process, its replacement with
other alkali and silica sources is significant. Sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) provides an alternative alkali source in the form
of trona (Na2CO3$NaHCO3$2H2O). Sodium carbonate (Na2CO3)
is considered to be as effective as sodium hydroxide (NaOH)
in the thermal activation of bentonite and kaolin. However,
during calcination of the alumina-silicate, both sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) and dolomite emit CO2 [19]. In 2015, Kovtun
et al. [20] reported the results from the utilization of solid
sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) and slaked lime activators for
GGBFS and silica fume. They reported geopolymer compressive strengths of up to 50 MPa for the sodium carbonate
activator, and 85 MPa for the slaked lime activator, after a
curing period of 28 days at a temperature between 25 and
85  C.

2.1.3.

Preparations of mortar

Mortar mixing was carried out in two stages. The first of which
concerned the determination of the independent variable
parameters, which were as follows:

 Two water-to-cement (W/C) ratios were selected. These
were 0.50 and 0.47 for the GGBFS exhibiting Blaine fineness
values of 4000 cm2/g and 6000 cm2/g, respectively.
 The flow remained constant across both GGBFS Blaine
fineness values at 140 mm.
 Two wet densities were selected for fresh mixing. These
were 2.19 g/cm3 and 2.18 g/cm3 for GGBFS Blaine fineness
values of 4000 cm2/g and 6000 cm2/g, respectively.
 Three distinct curing cycles were applied to the GPM
specimens. These were; in a laboratory air environment at
50% relative humidity between 17 and 20  C, and under a
saturated lime water medium at 22 ± 2  C.
The second stage concerns the mixing parameters of the
materials to determine their physical and mechanical properties. The samples exhibiting a Blaine fineness of 4000 cm2/g
were prepared using tap water, GGBFS, sand, NaOH, and NaS
in a 1:2:6:0.139:0.339 ratio. The samples exhibiting a Blaine
fineness of 6000 cm2/g were prepared using tap water, GGBFS,
sand, NaOH, and NaS in a ratio of 1:2.12:6.37:0.146:0.362. Table
4 presents the mixing proportions, types of mortar, curing
conditions, and mixing materials for one cubic meter of the
mortar sample.

2.2.

Methods

2.2.1.

Capillary water sorption

Capillary water absorption experiments were performed at
28 d and 56 d, in accordance with ASTM C 1585-13 standards
[21]. The sample dimensions during this procedure were
40  40  50 mm. The experimental process was as follows: (1)
the specimens were dried in a laboratory specification oven at
105 ± 5  C, until a constant mass was achieved; (2) the specimens were dried in a desiccator until they reached room
temperature; (3) the final mass was recorded as Wk (g); (4) the
specimens were placed on glass rods in an enameled bathtub,
leveled with a water gauge; (5) it was then confirmed that the
samples were in contact with the water; (6) the water quantity
(Q) absorbed at the surface of the specimens through capillarity was measured 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, and 64 min after the
initial immersion. To determine the relative capillary water
absorption coefficient as a function of time, each value was
calculated relative the coefficient exhibited by the reference
mortar 28 d after production.

2.2.2.

Coefficient of capillarity

The capillarity coefficient, K (cm2/s), was determined using Eq.
(1) which provides a linear regression analysis between Q/F
and t [21].
K¼

Q2
t

F2

(1)

where, K is the capillarity coefficient (cm2/s), Q is the water
quantity absorbed by the specimens (cm3), F is the crosssectional surface area of the specimen (cm2), and t is the
water absorption time of the specimen (s) through capillarity.

2.2.3.

Change of unit weight

Mass variation experiments were performed on three prism
samples with dimensions of 40  40  160 mm, in accordance
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Table 4 e Mixing proportion, mortar variety, curing conditions, and mixing materials for each different Blaine fineness
values for one cubic meter of material.
Types of mortar

Mixing materials for one cubic meter

Types of curing condition

GGBFS (kg)

Water (L)

Sand (kg)

NaO (kg)

NaS (kg)

Air

Laboratory

Water

462
462
462
463
463
463

231
231
231
218
218
218

1386
1386
1386
1390
1390
1390

32.3
32.3
32.3
32
32
32

78.5
78.5
78.5
79
79
79

þ


þ




þ


þ




þ


þ

M-4000D
M-4000L
M-4000W
M-6000D
M-6000L
M-6000W

þ represents the curing condition applied to the geopolymer mortar specimens.  implies that this curing condition was not applied.

with ASTM C1792-14 standards [22]. Each sample was
removed from water on day 0 and were weighed using a scale
precise to 0.1 g, after a slight drying of their outer surfaces.
Samples cured in water were weighed in the same manner in
7-day intervals until day 56. The change in the unit weight
correlation was determined using Eq. (2), with each value
proportioned to the average mass value of the reference
mortar after 28 d. The time-dependent change of the relative
values is given in Table 4.
W ¼

WSH  Wk
 100
Wk

(2)

In Eq. (2), W represents the mass change ratio (%), WSH the
sample mass (g) at time (t), and Wk is the initial sample mass (g).

2.2.4.

Flexural strength

Flexural tests were conducted on the three prism samples
using Michaelis flexural equipment, in accordance with BS EN
196-1:2016 [23]. The tests were applied to each mortar, at the
following curing ages, 3, 7, 28, and 56 d. The bending force at the
point of failure was determined by dividing the central sections
of the prism specimens. The flexural strength was determined
using Eq. (3). The time-dependent change in the relative flexural strength percentage was determined in proportion to the

average flexural strength of the reference mortar 3 d after
production, and each value is presented in Table 4.
Pk  L
(3)
fce ¼ 1; 5 
b3
In Eq. (3), fce represents the flexural strength (N/mm2), Pk
the failure force (N), L the distance between the beams, and b
the sample cross-section (mm).

2.2.5.

Compressive strength

In accordance with BS EN 196-1:2016 [23], compressive tests
were carried out on six specimens which were fractured
during the flexural test. The sample dimensions were
40  40  50 mm and each test was performed 24 h after the
flexural tests were conducted. During the compression tests,
the failure force, Pk, was measured using a universal press
with a load capacity of 350 kN, Tests were performed after
curing periods of 3, 7, 28, and 56 d, and the final compressive
strength was determined using Eq. (4). Each compressive
strength percentage was determined relative to the
compressive strength of the reference mortar after curing for
3 d and the values are presented in Table 4.
fcb ¼

Pk
b2

(4)

Table 5 e The values of the relative capillary water sorption are listed with respect to the mortar variety, the length of time
from production, and the curing process.
Test
Relative capillary
water sorption (%)

Days

Duration
(min)

M-4000D

M-4000L

M-4000W

M-6000D

M-6000L

M-6000W

28

0
1
4
9
16
25
36
49
64
0
1
4
9
16
25
36
49
64

100.0
100.3
100.6
100.8
101.2
101.7
102.2
102.9
103.3
100.0
100.1
100.1
100.1
101.1
101.1
102.1
102.1
103.1

100.0
100.3
100.6
100.9
101.3
101.8
102.2
102.7
103.3
100.0
100.2
100.2
100.2
101.2
101.2
102.2
102.2
103.2

100.0
100.2
100.4
100.6
100.7
100.9
101.1
101.2
101.4
100.0
100.3
100.3
100.3
100.3
100.3
101.3
101.3
101.3

100.0
100.6
101.2
101.6
102.0
102.4
102.7
103.0
103.5
100.0
100.6
101.2
101.6
102.0
102.4
102.7
103.0
103.5

100.0
100.5
100.9
101.2
101.5
101.8
102.0
102.0
102.8
100.0
100.5
100.9
101.2
101.5
101.8
102.0
102.0
102.8

100.0
100.1
100.3
100.4
100.7
100.9
101.2
101.3
101.4
100.0
100.1
100.3
100.4
100.7
100.9
101.2
101.3
101.4

56
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where fcb represents the compressive strength (N/mm2), Pk the
failure force (N), and b the specimen cross-section (mm).

3.

Results and discussion

3.1.

Capillary water sorption

105

104

1st-Minute

4th-Minute

9th-Minute

16th-Minute

25th-Minute

36th-Minute

49th-Minute

64th-Minute

0th-Minute

103

102

101

100

99

105

Relative increase in 56th-day capillary water
sorption (%)

Relative increase in 28th-day capillary water sorption (%)

Table 5 presents the relative capillary water sorption percentage after curing for 28 and 56 d.
Fig. 2 illustrates the relative increase in capillary water
sorption after 28 d, with respect to the GPM variation, duration
of test, and standard deviation. The results show that air
curing, laboratory curing in air, and humidity curing all impart
a slight increase in the water sorption in a GPM, irrespective of
the Blaine fineness, owing to the drying effect imparted in the
air. The maximum value of water sorption (103.9%) was
recorded in the M-6000D GPM, containing GGBFS and a combination of NaOH/NaS activators. The minimum water sorption value (101.3%) was recorded in the M-4000W GPM,
containing GGBFS and a combination of the NaOH/NaS activators. The increase in the relative water sorption was a result
of the air and laboratory curing conditions.
A number of studies have published results suggesting that
the circulation of water in porous materials, such as GPM, is
non-typical [24e27].
This implies that the circulation of water or loss of mass in
a porous system is not linearly related to the square root of
pﬃﬃ
time, t, under unconventional laboratory conditions. The
relationship between the square root of time and water
sorption is mutually exclusive. In other words, the extent of
water sorption is not influenced by capillarity or diffusion
circulation mechanisms, however, they may be correlated
through a mathematical model in which water fluidity is
proportional to the water saturation. This proportionality is
known as the circulation coefficient or the “diffusivity”. For
capillarity, the circulation coefficient is the hydraulic capillary
diffusivity. Its unit is (length)2 multiplied by (time)1 and is

dependent on the square of the sorption [28]. In practical
terms, the results reveal that water curing reduces capillary
water sorption by up to 50% in the GPM containing GGBFS,
regardless of the Blaine fineness or the length of the testing
period (Table 5, Fig. 2). As shown in Fig. 2, both air and laboratory curing increased the water sorption of the GPM after
28 d curing, regardless of the GGBFS Blaine fineness. Addipﬃﬃ
tionally, the effect imparted by t also depends on whether
the circulation coefficient is constant or a function of the
saturation, therefore, saturation-dependent diffusivity is not
necessarily indicative of non-typical circulation. Fig. 3 shows
the relative increase in the capillary water sorption 56 d after
production, GPM variety, duration of test, and standard
deviation.
As shown in Fig. 3, air and laboratory curing increased the
water sorption of the GPM after 56 d, irrespective of the GGBFS
Blaine fineness. Furthermore, non-typical circulation is dissimilar to the sorption phenomenon, which is a function of
the water in the material. However, the initial liquid sorption
cycle exhibited by a material is confirmed to vary in comparison to all subsequent sorption cycles, meaning that there is
not just a phenomenon but also the initial cycle that comes
back certainly [29,30]. Considering each phenomenon separately, it is clear that all three (untypical circulation, sorption
theory, and initial sorption cycle), are associated with the
inner microstructure of the material. There have been a
number of reports published regarding untypical circulation
in geopolymer materials. The majority of which are related to
the hydration processes exhibited by a material with respect
to its time dependence. This hydration theory states that in a
material exhibiting time-dependent hydration, liquid sorption
results in the expansion of geopolymer hydrates. It also imparts a densification effect on the inner structure which imparts a reduction in the circulation coefficient. This theory is
long established and has held up for over 20 years [30].
Regardless of the Blaine fineness or the curing age of the
sample, the result does not deviate significantly from the
capillary water sorption value recorded at 28 d (Table 5, Figs. 2
and 3). A strong regression relationship between 28 d relative
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49th-Minute

4th-Minute
25th-Minute
64th-Minute

9th-Minute
36th-Minute
0th-Minute

103
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100
99
98

98
M-4000D

M-4000L

M-4000W

M-6000D

M-6000L

M-6000W

Types of geopolymer mortar

Fig. 2 e The relative increase in capillary water sorption
after 28 d curing, in various geopolymer mortars, with
respect to the duration of the test, and standard deviation.

97
M-4000D

M-4000L

M-4000W

M-6000D

M-6000L

M-6000W

Types of geopolymer mortar

Fig. 3 e The relative increase capillary water sorption after
curing for 56 d, with respect to the geopolymer mortar
variety, durations of test, alongside the standard deviation.
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R² = 0.949
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R² = 0.9929
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Fig. 4 e The strong regression relationships between the
relative capillary water sorption at 28 and 56 d after
production and the change in unit weight. Also shown are
the estimated equations of the relative capillary water
sorption after 28 and 56 d, alongside the degrees of
regression as R2.

capillary water sorption and the variation in unit weight is
shown in Fig. 4. Also shown are estimated equations of the
relative capillary water sorption after 28 and 56 d derived from
the change in unit weight and the degrees of regression as R2,
which are very close to one. The R2 values are indicative of the
degree of the relationship.
As shown in Fig. 4, the fourth-degree polynomial equation
depends on the GPM properties. To a 95% level of, the equation
estimates the relative capillary water sorption at 28 and 56 d,
with 99% integrity, from the change in unit weight of a slagbased GPM activated through a combination of the NaOH/
NaS alkalis (Fig. 4). In these experiments, one face of the dry
prism geopolymer specimens was immersed in water, with
this wetting front stopped after 64 min. However, the fact that
atypical circulation is exhibited in well-hydrated materials
suggests that this is not a widespread occurrence. Another
potential mechanism of atypical circulation is the sedimentation of portlandite, which induces a reduction in the number
of voids in the inner structure. The infusion of liquid into the
geopolymer specimen was implemented using ions. Liquid
ingress at the outer surface advances rapidly, while it is
inhibited once it reaches the inner structure. It is suggested
that the unit weight of liquid absorbed is equivalent to the
mass of liquid lost through evaporation in the material. The
liquid ions congregate at the liquidevapor interface and
induce the formation of solids that block the capillarity
network [31]. A significant volume of recorded data supports a
pﬃﬃ
two stage t process, in which rapid initial sorption is
observed, followed by a significantly reduced sorption rate
[32]. Wu et al. developed a theory suggesting a relationship
between cracking at the microscale and water sorption, which

was consistent with the water sorption measurements
recorded in this study [33]. An evaluation of the samples reveals that, the shrinkage exhibited by a specimen as it dries
can induce a network of microcracks. As a result of drying
through evaporation and the resultant microcracking, water
ingress rapidly fills the microcracks in accordance with the
pﬃﬃ
rapid t progress. Subsequently, water moves into the geopolymer phase intermingled with the micro-crack network, in
pﬃﬃ
accordance with the inhibited t progress. In other words, a
fundamental principal of sorption is that absorbed water
rapidly enters a micro-void network owing to the standard
capillarity behavior. Over time, the absorbed water spreads
from this network of voids into the neighboring, smaller, voids
of the hydrates which then expand. As water ingress into the
microcracks persists, expansion is directly related to the two
pﬃﬃ
t processes: the initial, more rapid, element depends on the
initial water uptake and the inhibited process pertains to
expansion in the neighboring hydrate gel. The second phenomenon is dependent on the macroscale physical expansion, which induces an increase in the volume of water
€ suggested an alternative
absorbed. Saeidpour and Wadso
mechanism behind the initial water absorption [26], while
Alderete et al. developed a mathematical model to explain this
process [31,34]. Given that Figs. 2e4 show that the initial water
pﬃﬃ
absorption advances in proportion to t, and the resultant
expansion follows the same relationship, it follows that the
pﬃﬃ
overall water sorption in GPM increases as a function of 4 t.
The Figures presented facilitate the definition of a broad range
of capillary water sorption data, either relatively or comparatively. The pertinent mechanisms of capillary water absorption and the coefficient of capillary water sorption are
discussed in the following section.

3.2.

Coefficient of capillarity

A significant number of comprehensive micrographs pertaining to the properties of pastes have been reported in
numerous studies which suggest that the capillarity coefficient and pore diameter and distribution on the microscale or
above were linked. Table 6 presents the coefficient of capillarity at 28 and 56 d. Fig. 5 illustrates the coefficient of capillarity, change in unit weight, curing time at point of test,
estimation equations for the capillarity coefficient, and the
regression relationship as R2.
The pore size distribution (PSD) trend pertains to the
nanoscale (0.5e100 nm) pores between the hydrates.
Gajewicz-Jaromin et al. suggested that the pore structure is
intrinsically linked to the smaller inter-layer voids in the hydrate which explains the significant disparity in timescales
pﬃﬃ
required for water entry under t [35e37], albeit only in pastes
at early age. To a 95% level of confidence, the equations of y28 d

Table 6 e The values of the coefficient of capillarity are listed with respect to the mortar variety, the length of time from
production, and the curing process.
Test
Coefficient of capillarity

Days

M-4000D

M-4000L

M-4000W

M-6000D

M-6000L

M-6000W

28
56

1.11
1.02  108

1.11
4.07  108

1.99
9.16  108

1.99
1.99

7.98
7.98

1.25
1.25
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y28th-Day = 0,0003x4 - 0,6709x3 + 564,57x2 - 211133x + 3E+07
R² = 0,9982
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R² = 0,9965
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Fig. 5 e The coefficient of capillarity, change in unit weight,
curing time at point of test, estimation equations for the
capillarity coefficient, and the regression relationship, R2.

and y56 d estimate the coefficient of capillarity, with 99%
integrity, from the change in unit weight of slag-based GPM
activated through a combination of the NaOH/NaS alkalis
(Fig. 5). In addition, none of the concepts explored exhibited a
strong relationship between porosity (dynamic porosity) and
the capillarity coefficient. It is, therefore, necessary to establish a useful relationship between volume-change, NMR data,
porosity, and capillary water sorption. For instance, the PSD
reveals that the binder-based time-dependent material reaches a constant water saturation on between one and three
occasions when measured measuring on macro time scales of
hours and months.
Thus, while a significant quantity of test data suggested
non-typical wetting can be wholly modeled according to rapid
pﬃﬃ
initial water ingress as t exhibiting a large circulation
capillary coefficient which then transforms to an inhibited
water ingress rate exhibiting a smaller circulation capillary
pﬃﬃ
coefficient, again with a t dependence. The results of this
pﬃﬃ
model not only confirm the 4 t relationship is valid but also,
pﬃﬃ
independently, conform to a 4 t dependence. This is particularly true if the possibility of small concept offsets with
respect to the time dependence or early effects are accepted.
In 2019, Hall [38] suggested an explanation for the evolution of permeability in a material with time, by establishing a
powerful relationship between the capillarity and circulation
coefficients. An initial suggestion regarding permeability was
presented by Lockington and Parlange in 2003 [39]. The two

theories differ in that Lockington and Parlange suggested the
circulation coefficient is a function of time (i.e., from the initial
point of water absorption), while Hall suggested the coefficient does not exhibit time dependence, and is measured at
the moment of departure of the water cross-section. The results of this study suggest a closer correspondence to Hall's
proposal. Hall suggested that during the ingress test, the rate
of ingress decreases as a result of shielding of the pores which
inhibits ingress [38].
As shown in Table 6 and Fig. 5, the variation in the coefficient of capillarity depends on the point at which the test is
conducted and the Blaine fineness. In other words, the curing
conditions are independent of in the value of the capillarity
coefficient. Regarding the material exhibiting a Blaine fineness
of 4000 cm2/g, the change in the capillarity coefficient is clear
and indicates that a reduced Blaine fineness results in an
increased capillarity coefficient in the GPM.

3.3.

Change of unit weight

Table 7 presents the change in unit weight upon measuring at
0, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, 49, and 56 d after production. Fig. 6 shows
the changes in unit weight, types of GPM, point of testing, and
standard deviations. To estimate the compressive strength
from the change in unit weight, the strong regression relationships between the compressive strength and the change
in unit weight are shown in Figs. 7e10. As shown in Fig. 6, both
air and laboratory curing reduces the unit weight in the series
of GPMs with Blaine fineness values of 4000 and 6000 cm2/g. In
comparison to air and laboratory curing, water curing results
in an increase in unit weight in the series of GPMs with Blaine
fineness values of 4000 and 6000 cm2/g.
These figures show the estimated equations for the
compressive strength derived from the change in unit weight
and the degree of regression as R2, which is close to one in this
case. A high r square value is indicative of a strong relationship between the two parameters. The average change in the
unit weight of the three slag binders activated through a
combination of the NaOH/NaS alkalis was measured at a point
0, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, 49, and 56 d from initial production. The
results showed that the average unit weight decreased from
565 to 539 g for M-4000D and M-6000D between 0 56 d under air
curing conditions, and from 570 to 545 g for M-4000L and M6000L between 0 and 56 d under the laboratory curing conditions. It must be noted that these reported findings do not
include those samples subjected to the water-curing

Table 7 e The values of the change in unit weight (%) are listed with respect to the mortar variety, the length of time from
production, and the curing process.
Test
Change of unit weight

Days

M-4000D

M-4000L

M-4000W

M-6000D

M-6000L

M-6000W

0
7
14
21
28
35
42
49
56

564.6
556.7
553.2
548.8
547.1
544.7
543.0
541.8
539.7

569.8
559.4
554.4
551.1
549.8
547.8
546.8
545.7
544.7

567.7
571.2
571.8
571.6
571.3
571.0
570.9
570.7
570.6

565.4
557.4
554.8
553.0
551.8
550.6
549.2
558.3
547.7

572.3
564.7
562.7
560.8
559.6
558.8
557.7
556.8
555.9

568.7
572.5
572.7
573.2
573.6
573.5
573.0
573.0
573.0
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Fig. 6 e The changes of unit weight, types of geopolymer mortar, point of test, and standard deviations.
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Fig. 7 e Strong regression relationships between the
compressive strength and the loss of unit weight,
including two linear estimation equations of the
compressive strength from the lost in unit weight, and two
degrees of regression as R2.

Fig. 9 e Strong regression relationships between the
compressive strength and the loss in unit weight. For each
relationship a linear estimation equation of the
compressive strength derived from the loss of unit weight,
and degree of regression, as R2, are provided.
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Fig. 8 e Strong regression relationship between the
compressive strength and the increase in unit weight.
Inset: a third-degree polynomial estimation equation of
the compressive strength derived from the increase in unit
weight, and the degree of regression as R2.
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Fig. 10 e A strong regression relationship between the
compressive strength and the increase in unit weight. A
third-degree polynomial estimation equation for the
compressive strength derived from the increase in unit
weight, and a degree of regression, as R2, is provided.
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condition. Under the water-curing condition, the slag binderactivated alkali induced an increase in the unit weight, and an
increase in the unit weight from 567 to 573 g was recorded for
M-4000W and M-6000W between 0 and 56 d (Table 5 and
Fig. 6). Figs. 7 and 8 show two linear equations alongside a
third-degree polynomial equation, and it was found that their
regression degrees are a function of the GPM properties.
At a 95% level of confidence, the equations of yM-4000D, yM4000L, and yM-4000W estimate the compressive strength, with an
approximate integrity between 84% and 100%, from the
change in unit weight of slag-based GPM activated through a
combination of the NaOH/NaS alkalis (Figs. 7 and 8). As shown
in Figs. 9 and 10, the three polynomial equations and their
regression degrees are a function of the GPM properties.
At a 95% level of confidence, the equations for yM-6000D, yM6000L, and yM64000W estimate the compressive strength, with an
approximate integrity between 96 and 100%, from the change
in the unit weight of slag-based GPMs activated through a
combination of the NaOH/NaS alkalis (Figs. 9 and 10).
Furthermore, this finding is in strong agreement with the
study conducted by Chindaprasirt et al. [40], in which bottomash-based GPC exhibited a reduced dry unit weight owing to
the excessive evaporation of residual liquid, such as water and
alkaline solution, during the curing process.

3.4.

Flexural strength

As the study concerns a geopolymer-GGBFS-mortar activated
through a combination of the NaOH/NaS alkalis, it would be
prudent to discuss the alkali geopolymerization mechanism
that facilitates an increase in strength. Table 8 presents the
results of the flexural tests at 3, 7, 28, and 56 d after production. Meanwhile, Fig. 11 presents the relative increase in the
flexural strength after 7, 28, and 56 d, the types of GPM, and the
standard deviations in the flexural test. At a constant NaOHto-NaS ratio of 1.00:2.12 and Blaine fineness of 6000 cm2/g,
the M-6000W GPMs cured in water-saturated lime at 22 ± 2  C
exhibited the greatest flexural strength of 7 MPa 56 d after
production. The flexural strength of M-6000W 56 d after production was 22%, 19%, and 1% greater than that of M-6000W 3,
7, and 28 d after production, respectively. Under laboratory
curing conditions, the M-6000L GPMs exhibited the highest
flexural strength of 5.9 MPa, 56 d after production.
The flexural strength of M-6000L 56 d after production was
22.9%, 14.5%, and 18.7% greater than that of M-6000L 3, 7, and
28 d after production, respectively. Under air curing conditions, the M-6000D GPMs exhibited the highest flexural
strength at 4.6 MPa 56 d after production. Similar flexural
strength evolution was observed in the M-4000W, M-4000L,
and M-4000D GPMs. At a constant Blaine fineness of 4000 cm2/

Relative increase in flexural strength (%)
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Fig. 11 e The relative increase in flexural strength 7, 28,
and 56 d after production, the geopolymer mortar variety,
and the standard deviations in flexural test.

g, the M-4000W GPMs cured in water-saturated lime at
22 ± 2  C demonstrated the greatest flexural strength of
6.5 MPa, 56 d after production. The flexural strength of M4000W 56 d after production was 232%, 207%, and 153% greater
than that of M-4000W 3, 7, and 28 d after production, respectively. Under laboratory curing conditions, the flexural
strength of M-4000L 56 d after production was over 410%,
300%, and 210% greater than that of M-4000L 3, 7, and 28 d
after production, respectively. Under air curing conditions,
the flexural strength of M-4000D 56 d after production was
412%, 400%, and 350% greater than that of M-4000D 3, 7, and
28 d after production, respectively. A significant number of
studies have been published in highly regarded journals in an
attempt to understand and explain the mechanism of geopolymerization. In this respect, geopolymerization in mortars
has been found to initiate over the following four steps: (1) ion
exchange; (2) hydrolysis; (3) network breakdown; and (4)
release of Si and Al [41]. Following these initial steps, geopolymer formation most likely proceeds under the following
steps: convergence, gelation, re-organization, and, finally,
geopolymerization [42]. To help determine an approximate
value for the flexural strength of a GPM based on the change in
unit weight, Fig. 12 shows three strong regression relationships between the flexural strength and change in unit
weight. Three estimation equations for the flexural strength
and three degrees of regression, as R2, which is equal to one in
these cases, are also presented. At a 95% level of confidence,
the equations for yM-4000D, yM-4000L, and yM-4000W estimate the
flexural strength, to an approximate integrity between 97 and
100%, from the change in unit weight of slag-based GPM
activated through a combination of the NaOH/NaS alkalis
(Fig. 12). A high r square value is indicative of a strong

Table 8 e The values of the change in flexural strength (MPa) are listed with respect to the mortar variety, the length of time
from production, and the curing process.
Test
Flexural strength (MPa)

Days

M-4000D

M-4000L

M-4000W

M-6000D

M-6000L

M-6000W

3
7
28
56

0.8
2.8
3.2
3.3

1.0
2.1
3.0
4.1

2.8
4.3
5.8
6.5

4.6
4.8
4.1
4.6

4.8
5.7
5.5
5.9

5.7
5.8
6.8
7.0
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Fig. 12 e Three strong regression relationships between
the flexural strength and the change in unit weight, which
can be used to estimate the flexural strength of
geopolymer mortar from the change in unit weight. The
degree of regression relationship is expressed as R2.

relationship and also the degree of regression shown in Fig. 12.
As shown in Fig. 12, the third-degree three polynomial equations are a factor of the GPM properties. The mechanism of
alumina-silicate-alkali activation has been comprehensively
discussed in a number of previously published studies.
Li et al. and Hajimohammadi et al. have studied and reported on geopolymerization since 2010 [13,43]. A significant
difference between the geopolymerization of silicon (Si) and
aluminum (Al) is their emission ratios and potential reaction
mechanisms with the hydrates present in fresh mortar. In
particular, the solid-based silica powder added during mixing
is exhibits a reduced reaction rate when compared to the
colloid silicon suspension used in the polymerization process.
Hajimohammadi et al. [43] developed a novel silicon activator
through blending a solid silicon powder with geothermal resources and a sodium silicon suspension containing solid
sodium aluminate as an aluminum source. They reported the
following significant results: a solid silicon powder obtained
through the geothermal method resulted in the formation of
an insoluble high-silicon-ratio crystalline matrix, known as
analcime (NaAlSi2O6$H2O); its formation occurred in close
proximity to the unreacted silicon particles, and the resultant
geopolymer structure exhibited greater heterogeneity in
comparison to the reference specimen. Fig. 13 shows a strong
regression relationship between the flexural strength and the
change in unit weight, which can be used to estimate a value
for the flexural strength from the change in unit weight. Fig. 13
also presents three estimation equations for the flexural
strength, alongside three degrees of regression as R2, whose
values exhibit only a marginal deviation from one. Another
study conducted by Hajimohammadi et al. explained the effects of the aluminum emission ratio [44]. To do so they prepared a geopolymer mixture using pulverized fuel ash and
silicon obtained via the geothermal method, sodium aluminate for rapid emission, and amorphous aluminum for
inhibited emission.
At a 95% level of confidence, the equations of yM-6000D, yM6000L, and yM-6000W estimate the flexural strength, with 100%
integrity, from the change in the unit weight of the slag-based

1

2

3

4

Change in unit weight (%)

Fig. 13 e Three strong regression relationships between
the flexural strength and the change in unit weight. Also
provided are three estimation equations of the flexural
strength, alongside three degrees of regression as R2.

GPM activated through a combination of the NaOH/NaS alkalis
(Fig. 13). The most significant finding in this study with respect
to the alumina-based alkali activator was that it facilitates
more rapid alumina emission, while it was also found that the
formation of the Al-rich gel preceded the formation of the Sirich gel. The geopolymer gel structure exhibited greater homogeneity than that of Si-based alkali activator, while the
initial high percentage of alumina solubility completely
impeded the silica solubility, imparting considerable early
strength but a reduced rate of strength gain [44]. When evaluated by Duxson and Provis [45], it was found that the Albased activator was one of the most significant mechanisms
in the development of the geopolymer properties, such as the,
setting time, overall strength gain, flexural moment strength
gain, durability against acid attack, inner structure densification, and rate of initial and final strength gain.
Matalkah et al. [41] revealed that three exothermic reactions occur upon the addition of water to the alkali activator
mix, these are as follows: (1) sodium hydroxide dissolution
and lime hydration; (2) hydroxide (OH) attack on the SieO
and AleO bonds, approximately 130 min after the water was
added; and (3) geopolymerization, approximately 170 min
after the water was added.
Wang et al. [46] used differential calorimetry to evaluate
the alkali mixing reactions and observed two distinct peaks.
They reported that both peaks were a function of the dissolution of the raw materials and were dependent on SieOeSi
and AleOeAl bond breaking, the rate of Ca, Si, and Al emission, and the formation of various unreacted particles coated
by the gel. Kim et al. observed two additional peaks through
differential calorimetry: the first was a function of the wetting
and dissolution of lime, portlandite (Ca(OH)2), and GGBFS,
while the mechanisms of the latter were not expressed. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy studies showed that the Si- and
Al-based alkali activators exhibited greater ionization and
disorder after calcination with sodium-based alkali activators,
such as NaOH and Na2CO3. Therefore, the addition of water
resulted in repolymerization during mixing [14,47].
Additionally, Wang et al. reported the magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR results obtained from the Si-based alkali
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Table 9 e The values of the change in compressive strength (MPa) are listed with respect to the mortar variety, the length of
time from production, and the curing process.

Compressive strength (MPa)

Days

M-4000D

M-4000L

M-4000W

M-6000D

M-6000L

M-6000W

3
7
28
56

4.5
16.1
18.8
46.9

6.9
14.8
16.6
50.5

12.2
21.1
38.0
58.5

25.1
33.7
38.7
40.5

259
43.1
54.6
58.7

27.5
47.7
60.3
63.6

activators in the GGBFS and pulverized fuel-ash-based geopolymer materials. The Si-based alkali medium provides a
medium for the formation of unreacted GGBFS with curing
[46]. In a separate study, Sturm et al. [48] suggested that the
total proportion of the 4AleSi medium increased the overall
strength gain as the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio increased and the volume
of the Al-based alkali medium decreased. The researchers
noted that there was a high percentage of unreacted microsilica present in the solution. A significant factor affecting
the bond properties of alkali activators in geopolymer materials is the calcium content.
Sodium-aluminum-silicon-hydrate (N-A-S-H), calciumsodium-aluminum-silicon-hydrate
(C-(N)-A-S-H),
and
calcium-aluminum-silicon-hydrate (C-A-S-H) gels are constituent components of low, intermediate, and high calcium
content systems, respectively [49e55]. During the geopolymerization process, Ke et al. [56] and Sturm et al. [57] reported that the sodium-aluminum-silicon-hydrate gel forms
the most prevalent binding phase once the water comes into
contact with the alkali activator and the material undergoes
alkali curing. In addition, these studies indirectly confirmed
the formation of sodium-aluminum-silicon-hydrate gel
through XRD and FTIR analyses. There was no observable
variation between the reaction products of geopolymer materials manufactured by either alkali activation or alkali
curing when prepared using similar mixing constituents and
ratios [58]. In geopolymer systems exhibiting a high calcium
oxide content, the calcium-silicon-hydrate gel forms the primary bonding component, owing to its crystalline structure,
and is analyzed using XRD [18]. It is possible that C-A-S-H is
also generated in an alkali activator system containing a high
calcium oxide content. Additionally, several comprehensive
studies have determined that a number of different zeolites
and unspecified amorphous phases form between hydration
products in geopolymer materials [59].
However, Hajimohammadi and van Deventer [60] reported that geopolymers exhibit a reduced tendency for
zeolite formation than other binder systems. Matalkah et al.
[41] suggested that calcium hydroxide does not form when
coal fuel ash containing a high calcium oxide content was
mixed with alkali activators such as quick lime, NaOH, and
MgO before adding water, whereas isolated grinding
induced calcium hydroxide formation. As reported by
Garcia-Lodeiro et al. [61], calcium hydroxide formation is
induced in lower alkali mediums. Examples include the use
of NaCO3 (sodium carbonate) or NaSO4 (sulfate) in place of
sodium hydroxide (NaOH). Depending on the precursor,
activator, and reaction conditions, other crystalline binding
hydration products include sodium aluminum silicate,
cancrinite, katoite, hydrous gehlenite, akermanite,

magnesium aluminum hydroxide, gibbsite, brucite, stilpnomelane, wairakite-calcium, tobermorite, and calcium
hydroxide, among others [59,62,63].

3.5.

Compressive strength

Table 9 presents the compressive strength, in MPa, 3, 7, 28, and
56 d after production. Fig. 14 illustrates the relative increase in
compressive strength 7, 28, and 56 d after production, alongside
the GPM variety, and the standard deviations corresponding to
each compressive test. The primary factor affecting geopolymerization in this case is the Blaine fineness. This study
would benefit from further studies being published in the scientific literature to better explain this effect. At a constant
NaOH/NaS ratio of 1.00:2.12 and Blaine fineness of 6000 cm2/g,
the M-6000W GPMs cured in water-saturated lime at 22 ± 2  C
exhibited the greatest compressive strength of 63,6 MPa at 56 d.
The compressive strength of M-6000W 56 d after production
is, 231%, 133%, and 5.4% greater than that of M-6000W 3, 7, and
28 d after production, respectively. Under laboratory curing
conditions, the M-6000L GPMs exhibited the highest compressive strength of 58.7 MPa 56 d after production. The compressive
strength of M-6000L 56 d after production is 226%, 136%, and
7.5% greater than that of M-6000L 3, 7, and 28 d after production,
respectively. Under air curing conditions, the M-4000D GPMs
exhibited the highest compressive strength of 46.9 MPa 56 d after
production. The second highest compressive strength of
40.5 MPa was observed in the M-6000D after air curing for 56 d.
The compressive strength of M-6000D 56 d after production is,
161%, 20%, and 4.5% greater than that of M-6000D 3, 7, and 28 d

Relative increase in compressive strength
(%)

Test

1400
7th-Day
1200

28th-Day
56th-Day

1000

3th-Day
800
600
400
200
0
M-4000D

M-4000L

M-4000W

M-6000D

M-6000L

M-6000W

Types of geopolymer mortar

Fig. 14 e The relative increase in the compressive strength
7, 28, and 56 d after production, geopolymer mortar
variety, and the standard deviations of each compression
test.
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Fig. 15 e The strong regression relationships between the
compressive strength 3 and 7 d after production, and 0 d
change in unit weight. Also presented are the estimation
equations of compressive strength from change in unit
weight, and two r square values indicative of the
regression degree.

100
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80
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after production, respectively. Similar compressive strength
evolution was observed in the M-4000W, M-4000L, and M-4000D
GPMs. At a constant Blaine fineness of 4000 cm2/g, the M-4000W
GPMs cured in water-saturated lime at 22 ± 2  C exhibited the
greatest compressive strength of 58,5 MPa at 56 d. The
compressive strength of M-4000W 56 d after production is, 479%,
311%, and 172% greater than that of M-4000W 3, 7, and 28 d after
production, respectively. Under laboratory curing conditions,
the compressive strength of M-4000L 56 d after production is,
731%, 385%, and 214% greater than that of M-4000L 3, 7, and 28 d
after production, respectively. Under air curing conditions, the
compressive strength of M-4000D 56 d after production is 1042%,
417%, and 357% greater than that of M-4000D 3, 7, and 28 d after
production, respectively. Similar results regarding the property
evolution of GPMs have been published by several researchers.
For instance, Purdon [64] reported that, in 1940, the most
widely used solid alumina-silicate precursor in the geopolymerization process was fuel ash from coal combustion,
either as a single component or in combination with GGBFS.
Purdon [64] suggested that water should be added during the
dry mixing of the slag and solid sodium hydroxide to obtain a
GPM system. Heitzmann et al. [65] used GGBFS as a calciumrich alumina-silicate precursor for a geopolymer material
activated through a combination of the NaOH/NaS alkalis.
Blast furnace slag, which is the byproduct of pig iron manufacture in high-temperature furnaces, contains silicon oxide,
aluminum oxide, and a number of minor impurities depending
on the iron ore and coke sources. In both previous and current
studies alike, ground blast furnace slag was blended with class
F fly ash in geopolymer systems [66].
To estimate the compressive strength 3 and 7 d after production, the relative change in unit weight in comparison to
the point of production is used. Fig. 15 shows the strong
regression relationships between the two variables. Also
presented in Fig. 15 are two estimation equations of the
compressive strength and their corresponding degrees of
regression, R2, which are equal to one.
The use of GGBFS increases the reactivity of class F fuel ash,
which contains a low calcium oxide content, in mixed

60

40

20

0
535

540

545

550

555

560

-20
y28th-day = 0.0067x4 - 14.821x3 + 12381x2 - 5E+06x + 6E+08
R² = 1

565

570

575

28th-Day
56th-day

-40

Change of unit weight (g)

Fig. 16 e A meaningful strong regression relationship
between the compressive strength and the change in unit
weight at 28 d. Also presented is an estimation equation of
the compressive strength derived from the change in unit
weight, alongside R2 as the regression degree.

component systems. However, there are a number of examples
in which it can be used as a single component [66]. Li et al. reported that the use of calcium-rich alumina-silicate or calcium
hydroxide induces rapid setting and imparts high strength at
early in its development [67]. Nevertheless, the replacement of
slag with calcium hydroxide results in a decrease in both the
compressive strength and the workability of geopolymer systems [68].
To a 95% level of confidence, the equations in Fig. 15 provide an estimate for the compressive strength, with an
integrity of approximately 97e9%, derived from the change in
unit weight of the slag-based GPM activated through a combination of the NaOH/NaS alkalis. An evaluation of the particle
size effect on GGBFS, revealed that a decrease in the particle
size imparts a significant increase in the compressive strength
in geopolymer materials [69]. Fig. 16 shows a meaningful
strong regression relationship between the compressive
strength and the change in unit weight. This relationship can
be used to provide an estimate for the compressive strength
after 28 d. Also presented in Fig. 16 is an estimation equation
of the compressive strength and degree of regression as R2,
which is equals to one.
Wang et al. [46] suggested that a GGBFS to solid water glass
ratio of 5:1 (weight to weight) imparted the optimal
compressive strength growth, whereas ratios of 4:1 and 6:1
resulted in a decrease in strength. To a 95% level of confidence, the equations in Fig. 16 estimate the compressive
strength, with an integrity of 100%, from the change in unit
weight of a slag-based GPM activated through a combination
of the NaOH/NaS alkalis (Figs. 15 and 16). Nematollahi et al.
reported that the addition of a “typical slag” and a “gypsumfree slag” proved an effective component in the design of
geopolymer materials. The use of “typical slag” imparted a
lower relative slump, significantly greater thixotropy, greater
elastic modulus, lower brittle structure, and greater
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unconfined splitting tensile strength in comparison to the
performance imparted by gypsum-free slag [70]. This result
indicates that the presence of gypsum in the GGBSFgeopolymer system is not desirable.

4.

Conclusions
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 Capillary water sorption decreased by approximately 50% as
the curing temperature of the water increased from ambient
temperature to 22  C. Capillary water sorption increased by 3
and 3.5% as GPMs were cured in the same temperature range
under air and laboratory conditions, respectively. Therefore,
water curing in saturated lime at 22 ± 2  C is favorable if low
capillary water sorption is required in a GPM system.
 Regarding to Blaine fineness and curing conditions, a
reduction in the capillarity coefficient was observed between 28 and 56 d in the series of GPMs exhibiting a Blaine
fineness of 4000 cm2/g. There was no observable variation
in the capillarity coefficient in the GPM series exhibiting a
Blaine fineness of 6000 cm2/g between 28 and 56 d.
 An increase in the unit weight resulted in a reduction in the
water sorption in two GPMs containing GGBFS of two different
Blaine fineness values. Considering the drying effect in air, a
reduction in the unit weight was recorded in the GPMs exposed
to both air curing, and laboratory air and humidity curing,
while an increase in unit weight was recorded in the GPM
under water-curing conditions (saturated lime at 22 ± 2  C).
 The GGBFS and alkali-based GPM exhibited a continual
increase in the flexural strength over the predetermined
curing period. The strengths recorded varied between 0.8)
and 7 MPa and were a function of the curing period between 3 and 56 d. The significant increase in strength
suggests that wet curing is favorable for a GPM containing
GGBFS and a combination of the NaOH/NaS alkalis, in
comparison to both air curing and air/humidity curing.
 The GGBFS and alkali-based GPM exhibited a continuous
increase in the compressive strength over the predetermined curing period. The strengths recorded varied
between 4.5) and 63.8 MPa and were a function of the curing
period between 3 and 56 d. The observed increase in
strength was in agreement with the results of the flexural
strength test. It was determined that wet curing imparts the
highest compressive strengths in GPMs containing GGBFS
and a combination of the NaOH/NaS alkali activators.

In this study, cement factories, Akçansa A.S‚, Pınarhisar A.S‚. and
SIKA firms are gratefully acknowledged for their material
provisions.
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